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An
Independent
Student
Voice

Bill may drop
local drug policy
By Deng Higher
The University's residence hall drug
policy may be abandoned because of a
bill now before the Ohio House of
Representatives.
Dennis Grady. Student Body Organization (SBO) coordinator for state and
community affairs, said House Bill 420.
which would revise Ohio's drug abuse
prevention and control laws, could
affect the University's policies on
warnings and enforcing drug laws in
dormitories
GRADY. who must research and
maintain files on state and community
topics and report on them, outlined the
major features of the bill
Under House Bill 420. a person
attending a gathering or remaining at a
place where he knows or believes a
drug abuse offense is being committed
would be guilty of a misdemeanor
"Students must realize that they can
develop a record even if their roommate is the only one that uses drugs.
Grady said
"However. I don't think you have
much cause to worry if the person has
only a small amount of drugs and isn't
dealing This is geared toward the
pusher, not the small user
One hazy area in present drug laws
concerns circumstances under which a
law enforcement official may legally
enter a person's residence and conduct
a search.
HOUSE BILL 420 slates that the
arresting officer i armed with a warrant for arrest) or an officer conducting a search i armed with a search

Coulter views
budget revision

warrant I may break into a residence if
he is refused admittance after he has
given notice of his intentions.
An officer executing a search warrant may also break into a residence
without notice of his authority or purpose if the warrant he is carrying
states:
There is probable cause to believe
that the property sought is such that it
may be quickly and easily disposed of
i eaten, or flushed down a toilet), and
that such property will be disposed of if
notice of the search is given."'
An officer may also enter a residence without giving notice if the warrant states there is "probable cause to
believe that giving notice of the search
will create an imminent risk of serious
physical harm to any person."'

William Coulter, acting chancellor "I
the Ohio Board of Regents, said yester
day he is confident the Ohio legislature
will approve Gov John .1 Oilligan's
proposed increase in higher cituc.it ion
subsidies
He also said he thinks the legislature
will pass Gilligan s suggested ban on
increases in student fees dm mg the
next two years
LAST FRIDAY, the University
Board of Trustees approved .i $6 pel
quarter hike in instructional toes lor
main campus students next year,
increasing the charge from $210 to
$216
The increase was baaed on the
governor's original state budget request for a three per cent increase 111
both subsidies to state universities and
tuition
But Friday, after the board approved
the fee increase. Gilligan said he would
submit a revised budget request in
eluding a five to five and one hall per
cent hike in stale subsidies to higher
education
The increase would give aboul $34 7
million in new monies In state universities during the 1973 75 biennium
Coulter said, 1 think the five per
cent figure and the proposed freeze on
fees is attractive enough to be the final
result "

"HERE'S WHERE students must
realize that the process of warnings
listed in the University drug policy
doesn't have anything to do with state
law." Grady said
Under the University policy, a hall
director or housemother may warn a
student suspected of using drugs that
further use. possession or suspicion
will be referred to the University director of standards and procedures or to
the director of Campus Safety
"A dramatic revision is needed in
the policy so that it complies with state
law."' Grady said
Another section of the bill which is
inconsistent with University policy
concerns who is to have the primary
responsibility for enforcing state laws
and drug control
• To pog* three, column on*
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HOWEVER. Republicans in the Ohio
House are supporting a regents
recommendation that Ohio's subsidies
to higher education be increased to six
and one-half per cent for the next two
years

In the good old days, dirty-faced children may
have surrounded this pump to got a cold drink in
•arly spring. But now. most take, advantage of the
silvir faucet.

Slate Hep Charles Kill less said yes
terday if enough legislators think the

Minority hiring, promotions cited
By Kitty Frize
News Editor
Women and minority group
employees made some advances in
1972-73 but losl ground in other areas,
according to figures presented in the
first report by the University s Office
of Equal Opportunity.
The report, compiled by Vivian
Lawyer, director of the equal
opportunity office, covered both
promotions of existing faculty and
staff members and hiring policies.
•IT'S DIFFICULT to say what
progress we ve made." Lawyer said
yesterday. "Even through efforts to
advertise new positions more widely,
it's difficult to attract people to a place
like Bowling Green.
"Even when working with Project
Search (designed to attract more black
faculty to Bowling Green) and other
similar groups, people sometimes just
get a better offer than what we can
give them This is just not like the big

urban communities."
Minority groups made gains in only
one faculty area during 1972-73-from
assistant to associate professor
Three of the 39 promotions lor eight
per cent) involved representatives of
minority groups
In
1971-72. no
minority assistant professors were
promoted to associate professor.
Minorities were not represented in
promotions from instructor to
assistant
professor
or associate
professor to full professor in 1972-73.
Last year they accounted for two of the
18 promotions from instructor * to
assistant professor
"HOWEVER, this may be merely
because in terms of numbers, we don't
have enough people eligible for
promotion," Lawyer said.
"Many
minority faculty just haven't been here
long enough to be ready for
promotion."
Women gained ground in one
promotion area, but lost in two others
Women accounted for 23 per cent of

PROMOTIONS
list rector to Animal Professor
1971-72

1972-73

Male .......... .11.•..61%........ 11 •••73%
remale*..*......,.*. .39™ •••••••• 4.... Z7 >
Minority......... !•••• irI........ JW ... -i''
V

1971-72
1972-73
Male
27.1..87%
.35....90%
Female
4.. .13%.
4....10%
Minority.•••••••• u.... »;.........3.... 8%

Associate to Fall Professor
1972-73

1971-72
Male
Female....

11... 100%
.24.....77%
0 .... 0% ........ 7.....23'",

Minority

().... J> ,

0 .....0%

the promotions from associate to full
professor in 1972-73. compared to none
in 1971-72.
But they dropped from 39 per cent to
27 per cent of the promotions from
instructor to assistant professor, and
from 13 per cent to 10 per cent of the
promotions from assistant to associate
professor.
Departments promoting women or
minorities were biology, chemistry,
education. English, library science,
music, music education, philosophy,
physical education and recreation,
psychology,
romance
languages,
sociology and speech.
Minorities accounted for three per
cent of the new full-time faculty and
two per cent of the new part-time
faculty.
Women represented 16 per cent ol
the new full-time faculty and 47 per
cent of the new part-time faculty.

grounds." the report said
"To this end all cases of alleged discrimination should be filed with the
appropriate
University officials
Allegations of discrimination off
campus may be referred to the
appropriate officials of the city and
state "

NEW NON-FACULTY contract employees included six women-one of
Spanish-American descent-and five
black males
The University spent a total of
(22,083 in 1972-73 to adjust past salary
inequities.

The office may also directly contact
such officials as deans, area heads, the
provost or the University president.

The report encouraged persons who
believe they have been discriminated
against to attempt to resolve
grievances on an informal basis with
their immediate superiors.
But if that does not work, the Office
of Equal Opportunity will act as a
referral
agent
and
request
investigations by appropriate agencies
like the Faculty. Personnel and
Conciliation Committee, the Human
Relations Committee, the dean of the
Graduate School or the vice provost of
student affairs.

universities need .1 six and one-hall per
cent increase in subsidies, hut allocate
only five to live ami one half per cent
they will probably allow the rest of the
money to conic from increased student
Ices
"Hut my hunch is the legislature
may be convinced that the universities
need a six and one hall per cent increase in state subsidies hut it's just a
hunch." Kurfesss.ml
Kuriess said he thought the governor
revised his budget because of the public
support of the six and one hall per cent
increase

Coulter said he thought Gdligan was
1 cs|H>nding to the general outcry
throughout the slate that a three per
cent increase in state subsidies is not
enough
I THINK HE responded to that
reluctance, especially on the part of
students, to pay more fees." Coulter
said
lie said the governor's anticipation
ol additional revenue from personal
and corporate income taxes, federal
aid and stronger local tax efforts was
also instrumental in his budget revision
Kuriess said he expects the House to
vote on Ihe higher education measure
this month However, he said the
Senate will probably not vote until the
• ml <il .lune
Coulter said, "if the House passes
the governor's revised proposal for
higher education, there is no reason to
expect the Senate to reduce the bud

gel

Helicopter
downing
disputed
SAIGON (API - A Canadian peacekeeping investigator rhargedyesterday
that a cease-fire commission helicopter was shot down in flames by a beatseeking missile while flying over Viet
Cong-held territory in South Vietnam.
Mai Gen Duncan McAlpine sharply
disputed a Viet Cong claim that the
helicopter met with an accident in
which nine of its passengers, including
a Canadian and two American civilian
pilots, were killed Saturday.
The helicopter was on a mission in
South Vietnam's northwest corner for
the International Commission of Control and Supervision (ICCS). Among
the dead were four commission members, three crewmen and two Viet
Cong liaison officers.

SBO election hearing
The public hearing on Ihe Student Body Organization (SBO) elections
complaint filed last quarter has been postponed
William Hoyle. junior (B.A 1. has filed a complaint with Student
Arbitration Board (SAB) saying the Feb. 28 SBO elections were
unconstitutional because he was not permitted to campaign door-to-door
in the dorm dories
The hearing was originally scheduled for last night, but Rick Schultz.
junior (B.A.I and SAB chief justice, said Hoyle's lawyer asked for a
continuance
The hearing has been rescheduled for Monday. April 16. at 3 p.m. in the
Student Courtroom, 460 Student Services Bldg.

Distribution was:

-College of Arts and Sciences, $6,393
for 26 women in 13 departments;
-College of Education. $11,400 for 38
women in four departments:
-School of Music. $940 for five
women in two departments;
-Student Affairs. $3,350 for five
women in four departments.
The college of Business Administration reported no salary discrepancies for 1972-73.
Last week, the Board of Trustees
approved allocating about $90,000 to
further adjust salaries for women
faculty and staff in 1973-74.
Lawyer's report said the Office of
Equal Opportunity had attempted to
find more jobs and promotions for
women and minority groups by
advertising
extensively
through
existing campus facilities and by
contacting off-campus organizations
primarily concerned with women and
minorities.

New Fill-time Facalty

Male* ••••••••••••• 78 •• >••••••••• * • *84%
Female**-**
• IS •• >••••••••••• *16%
Minority. ••••••••••• 3...
3%
New

PITS-time

Facalty

Male. ..•*......... 24 .......a...... .53%
Female. •••••■••••• 21 •••••••••••••• .47%
Minority
1
2%

THE REPORT reaffirmed the
University's
"commitment and
dedicated efforts to provide equal
employment
and
educational
opportunities."
"The University will not discriminate against any person because
of race, creed, color, national origin,
sex or age and it will not knowingly
cooperate with, support, or employ the
services of other organizations which
discriminate against persons on such

Pre-teen
fighters

Carrying riftes and field radios, Cambodian youngsters accompany older troop*
on a recent sweep atop Kirirom mountain, tamo 60 mile* southwest of Phnom
Penh. Pre-teen troopers are found in most Khmer units in Cambodia.
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lots of talk—no action

student fees
The University's Board of Trustees did what seemed to be the
impossible last Thursday when it voted to raise student fees-it
acted too quickly.
Within hours of the vote to raise instructional lees $18 per year,
Gov. John J. Gilligan announced a new plan for financing higher
education next year-a plan which, if adopted by the state
legislature, could make the fee hike unnecessary and illegal.
GUIigan's new proposal, with a five to five and one-half per
cent increase in state subsidies and a ban on fee hikes, is in sharp
contrast to his earlier plan for a three per cent Increase in
subsidies and a three per cent increase in fees.
Although the new plan still falls short of the Ohio Board of
Regents' request for a six and one-half per cent hike in subsidies.
we find it much more palatable than the earlier plan to ask
students to pump more funds into the higher education budget.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. pledged Thursday night to ask
the Board of Trustees to reduce or eliminate the fee hike if
Gilligan's new budget proposals are approved.
It is imperative that Dr. Moore follows through on that pledge
One student attending last week's board meeting assured
trustees that an $18 per year fee hike would not be substantial
enough to keep any student from pursuing his education.
It's true $1> isn't a monumental sum, but as another student
pointed oat after toe meeting, students are being nickeledand
dimed to death at this University. And $11 is still $1>.
Ohio is still embarrassingly low among the other 49 states in its
percentage contribution to higher education. Students here are
carrying a greater share of the burden than students in many
surrounding states.
A five to five and one-half per cent increase in subsidies and a
ban on tuition increases would help ease that burden.
The state legislature must be told that Ohio's Universities will
accept nothing short of GUIigan's new budget proposals. If the
Board of Regents' six and one-half per cent increase won't hold,
then we must at least have GUIigan's slightly smaller request.
And if the governor's proposals are passed, the University's
Board of Trustees must be told that the $18 per year (ee hike- no
matter how insignificant it may seem to some—must be
eliminated.

Kalki Hilton

Editor
"We must stay strong until we see
the abandonment of the U.S.S.R.
spreading communism worldwide."John W Warner. Secretary of the Navy
I am a capitalist, a war monger, a
lather and an oversexed aviator."Hear Admiral George K K Kinnear
II. Assistant Chief of Naval Personnel
for I 'lans and Programs
"I don't know any more Ulan you do
about the bombing of Cambodia, but I
trust that my President knows what he
Is doing I have complete faith in
him."-Rep. Trent Lott (II Miss I
1 didn't know you could hear
Statements like those anymore. I was
wrong
The setting; French l.ick-Sheraton
Hotel and Country Club, French Lick.
Inri
The occasion: "The Presidency of
the 1970s.' the third annual National
Student Symposium on the Presidency.
TIK- eiinicrence was sponsored by the
(inter for the Study of the Presidency,
a nonprofit, educational institution
proposed by the late President Uwight
1). Eisenhower and chartered by the
Board of Regents of the state of New
York.
The conference was designed "to

so they say
Mk-hu,, Ibenum 4 Bal
dft 33 loehc*
The mkuHA
"'problem:

rfliiywiOr
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give young people an appreciation of
their heritage and an understanding of
major issues at borne and abroad to
equip them now for responsible citizen
ship and future leadership."
About 220 delegates attended, representing such colleges and universities
as the Mississippi State College for
Women, Fordham University, the U.S.
Army War College, the University of
Southern California and Rutgers.
No one knew what to expect, but as
one delegate put it. "Hell, it's a free
weekend."
The most unexpected thing did
happen-there was an open bar each
night before dinner.
And with good reason.
With the political rhetoric flowing
from the mouths of the panelists after
dinner, only a few strong drinks
beforehand enabled many of the
delegates to withstand the barrage.
And sometimes, even a few drinks
weren't enough.
There were four panel discussions;
The Changing Presidency-1933-73,"
•National Security Policy and Organization," "The Presidency and the
Congress" and "Domestic Policy and
Organization."
Panelists included James C.
Hagerty. press secretary to President
Eisenhower and now vice president for
corporate relations. American Broadcasting Co., Major Gen. Leslie W
Bray, director of Doctrine, Concepts
and Objectives, U.S. Air Force;
Sen Vance Hartke (D-lnd.i. Mary
Lou Burg, deputy chairman. Democratic National Committee; Dr. Curtin
Winsor Jr., assistant deputy chairman,
Republican National Committee; and
I might A. Ink Jr., assistant director.
Office of Management and Budget.
The conference did much to
reinforce my previously held
conceptions of national government;
namely that our defense budget is out
of control with domestic policies as

little more than an afterthought and
that we have developed an executive
form of government with Congress
taking the back seat.
Frightening, isn't it?
According to national security
panelists, the United States must
establish its defense requirement by
evaluating the threat that budget will
incur.
We must maintain an adequate
defense policy. Translated by Lt Col.
Arthur D. Wells of the U.S. Army War
College that means, "First, we must
be able to cripple the enemy. Then, we
must be able to cause such havoc that
the enemy won't want to attack us in
the first place."
"We must continue to deter
agressors," said Maj. Gen. Bray.
With this line of reasoning, bow is the
United States going to find a
permanent substitute for armed
fighting' After all. this is supposed to
be "an era of peace."
With regard to the almost daUy
erosion of power in Congress, much
was said about its lack of leadership
and its reputation as little more than a
debating society.
"The present relation between
Congress and the President is out of
killer. Congress has surrendered its
perogatives over the recent years,"
Hagerty said.
"We (Congress) need a philosophy,
not pot shot cures, "said Sen. Hartke.
But rather than suggesting any
solutions, Hartke blamed the entire
situation on the American people.
"The country has- only an executive
form of government. There is no
leadership in Congress. We don't know
what's going on. Why aren't you doing
something about it?"
Bat is Sen. Hartke attempting to
establish effective leadership in
Congress as a ranking Democratic
senator? Apparently not.
Even after listening to hours of

rhetoric, the delegates were awake aad
able to ask probing questions
relentlessly.
Unfortunately, for the most part, the
only response was a lot of task-no
As the panelists got more defensive,
the delegates seemed more hostile
"I see your Nixon tutelage, sow let
me bear what you really this*
"Now I'm going to ask this qsesttoa
again-this lime give me a real
answer..."
"What is the difference bets
patriotism and being promllltary?"
The "lifers" were stuck-a civilian was
caUed upon to answer the question
Most of the delegates seemed more
frustrated with the governmental
process as the weekend wort on. but K
did seem to give them "an understanding of the major issues at home
and abroad."
And the major issue seems to be,
"Who's minding the government?"
We aren't But we'd better start.

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns Letters may comment
on any other letter, column or
editorial
Letters should be a maximum of
300 words, typewritten We ask
that columns be no more than lour
typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to
edit all submissions that exceed
these limits, with respect to the
laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must
include the author s name,
address and phone number and
may be mailed to the Editor co
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small farms too unprofitable
' I enthusiastically applaud Richard
Smith s letter in Hie April a issue,
entitled "farmer loses in meat
boycott".
However John Cornillun's column, in
the same issue, entitled "combat
corporate farms," was filled with
fallacies and bad advice
Mr Cornillon said that the small
farmers are going into the cities,
because they arc forced olf their farms
by land giaubmg corporate farms
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THE TRUTH is the small fanner is
leaving the land because it is all too
often unprofitable. This is due to the
act that the consumer is unwilling to
pay reasonable prices (or food, which
is an absolute necessity of life, and
spends US money instead on luxuries
He also states.
the corporate
farmers, in pursuit of instant profits,
strip the earth ol its minerals .."
First, no i.iim operation, large or

opinion

support era at capital today
By Smi Kenpelmaa CoraUloa
Gaeil Colimatil
The Ohio State House of Representatives has voted to ratify the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) to the
Constitution of the United States. Now
the Ohio Slate Senate has begun to
conduct Us hearing on the ERA.
This Tuesday evening, April 10, the
Senate's ERA committee will conduct
its only proponent hearing in
Columbus.
A number of interested groups in the
Bowling Green area have joined
together to charter a bus to take ERA
proponents to the hearing The
roundtrip will cost $5 and the bus will
leave from the First United Methodist
Church parking lot at 1506 E. Wooster
at 4 p.m.
WE WILL BE HOME between
midnight and one am
I think it might interest some of you
to know who supports the ERA and
who is opposed to its ratUlcauon.
In Cuyahoga County (Cleveland), a
coaliiion has been formed to work for
ratification of the ERA. That coalition

is composed of over 30 organizations,
some of which are
American Civil Liberties Union.
American Association of University
Women. Business and Professional
Women. Negro Business ami Pr6
lessional Women. Common Cause..
League of Women Voters. Church
Women L'niled. Welfare Rights
Organization. Council of Union
Women. National Organization for
Women, Women's Equity Action
League and Cleveland Newspaper
Guild
IN A RECENT Cleveland NOW
newsletter, I read the following "The
opposition to the I Id is very vocal and
appears to be well funded to the tune of
$30,000 per state In Ohio, most of the
opposition seems to come from UnAmerican Independent Party
"The opposition in the country
comes mostly from the American Independent Parly, the John Birch Society,
the Ku Klux Klan. the Communist
Party and Stop the ERA led by Phyllis
Scblafly of Illinois "
Our local stale representative.
Charles Kurfess. has already voted

small, can result in instant profits.
Farming takes a large capital
investment and has meager returns,
compared to other businesses.
Secondly, all plant Ide, wild or
cultivated, takes minerals from the
soil. The farmer puts the minerals
back in the lorm of fertilizers.
MR. CORNILLON is. quite
apparently, a supporter of "organic"

farming. If you buy organically grown
food, you're getting ripped-off
It takes a few years before the
chemically fertilizers are farmed out
of the soil, meanwhile you are being
sold the "organic" crops. After this
period there are usually not enough
minerals left in the soil to grow healthy
plants, therefore the food from these
plants won't be as nutritious.
The column also suggested that

people themselves farm and raise
animals. There are few people who
have the knowledge and experience to
farm and raise healthy livestock.
These are the major points on which
Mr. Cornillon was mistaken. In short,
he obviously knows little about
agriculture and was not qualified to
write such a column.
Keith It Haye
318 Offenhauer A

eliminate out-of-state fees
On AprU 5 The BG News reported
that the University President Hollis
Moore predicted that out-of-state fees
would be dropped with the exception of
the freshman year. Then on AprU 6 The
News printed that out-of-state fees
would be increased from $381 to $393
per quarter.
1 telephoned the Bursar's Office to
question what was actually happening
here, since The BG News printed two
opposite directions. The response 1 got
was somewhat inadequate. I was told
that the Bursar's Office bad not yet

received any official word.
IF OHIO EDUCATIONAL
Institutions are the second highest fees
In the nation, then why not just abolish
the out-of-state fees? Pennsylvania is
considering to drop all fees at state
institutions and community collages.
Why can't Ohio afford to drop the output* surcharge?
Now the federal guiwiiint says
there are no funds available for the
National Defense ■unseat Laaa and the
Economic Opportunity Grant So,
where is the money suppose to <

from, if the student's family caa net
afford to fully pay his/her cottage
education?
IP THE OVr-Or-CTATE leas see
not eliminated aad coniinunlly
raised, in my opinion there may eaiy
be a handful of out-of-state students
attending this university next year.
Then, who are the ones who are going
to lose oat?
Terry Walters
101 McDonald West

against ratification of the ERA. It is
disheai leiung to me to know that my
state representative prefers the views
of the Ku Klux Klan. the John Birch
Society and the Communist Party to
those of the ACLU. the AAUW. the
League of Women Voters. Church
Women United and the Council of
linion Women.
Mr
Kurfess voted against
-ratification despite his meeting with
sqme 30 voters from his constituency.
'who traveled to Columbus carrying
' petitions signed by many hundreds of
other local voters, in an attempt to
make their support for the ERA known
and felt
LET US HOPE that Mr Gillmor. our
new state senator, will listen to his
constituency and vote for the rattfii .ii ion of the ERA.
If you are interested In helping win
the fight for ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment, write Sen Paul F.
• iilhnor. Ohio State Senate, Columbus.
Ohio 43215. and come to Columbus with
us on AprU 10.
Please call 354-0033 to reserve a
place on the chartered bus.

'OH, A POOH, OLD HANDICAPS-ID PIP.SON—LIT Ml HUP YOU CROSS TNI STRUT . . OOPS!
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Rising waters threaten South
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Army flood control experts
said yesterday one of the
century's great Mississippi
River floods was still safely
squeezed within the leveesbut they're girding for
higher water.
"1 can't tell you now
whether we re peaking out
or whether we're going to
gel a worse situation before
we're through." said Maj.
Gen. Charles C. Noble,
president of the Mississippi

River Commission
Much depends on the runoff from thawing snows and
spring rains in the river's
1.24
null foil square -mile
watershed area, especially
along the Ohio, he said
HE ESTIMATED that
backwater from the river's
chocked tributaries has temporarily forced some 6.000
families from their homesmainly in sections near St.
Louis. Mo and in Mississippi

Noble ordered the opening
of all 350 panels of the Bonnet Carre Spillway dam Sunday to ease the pressure on
levees protecting New
Orleans.
When the spillway is completely opened today nearly
a sixth of the river's flow,
measured at 1.6 million
cubic feet a second at Vicksburg. Miss., will be diverted.
It will stream through a 5.7tnile trough of low land into
saltv Lake Pontchartrain.

which connects to the Gulf
of Mexico
THE ORDER opening the
dam for the first time since
1950 came after the River
Forecasting Center said the
water was going to 20.2 on
the New Orleans gaugewithin four feet of the levee
top
Opening the spillway was
expected to drop the level
back to 17.5 at New Orleans
by tomorrow But the latest

COmputM readouts at the
toreeasting center predicted
18 6 here by April 16 even
with the spillway open
Two emergency points
were reported along (he
2.200miles of levees. Mont?.
La . anil Louisiana'! Angola
prison.
ANGOLA prison (arm lies
inside a big bend of the Mis
sissippi Authorities stood
ready lo move 2,000convicts
to an old Army base near

Mexandria, La. d condl

newsnoTes

Picasso dies
MOUGINS. France (API - Icy rain
fell on the Riviera home of Pablo Picasso all day yesterday as his family
met in seclusion lo discuss funeral
arrangements for the century's most
influential artist.
The pa inter died Sunday at age 91
from a heart attack and fluid in the
lungs. His body lay in a bedroom on
his hilltop home surrounded by white
flowers
Armond Anteby. Picasso's business
manager and an attorney, indicated
to newsmen that Picasso had left no
will directing the disposal of thousands of paintings, worth perhaps
millions of dollars, stored in various
rooms in the villa.

Russo testifies
LOS AMiKl.KS iAP) Anthony J
Russo wept on the witness stand at
the Pentagon papers trial yesterday
as he told jurors of the sufferings of a

North Vietnamese villager he
encountered while interviewing
captured prisoners for a research
study
The 36-year-old defendant, on trial
with Daniel Kllsbcrg. told the story to
illustrate the experiences which
transformed him from an "establishment' researcher on government
projects to a vehement antiwar
activist
He admitted to jurors that he
helped Ellsberg ropy the Pentagon
papers study of the Vietnam war in
1969. but said he had never seen the
documents before copying them, and
indicated he did not know their
contents

Toledo flood
TOLEDO (API - Strong easterly
winds and rain pushed the water level
of Lake Erie to record highs yesterday and forced hundreds of families
to flee their homes along the battered
shore in the Toledo area.
About 600 persons in the northeast
Point Place section of the citv were

being rushed to dry gound by huge
trucks and amphibious vehicles
Flooding also was reported in the
Port Clinton and Sandusky areas
Two state routes running between the
cities were closed and under up to
eight inches of water in spots

lions get worse
At M01H7. big draglines
were raising a new 3,200 tool
main lew,' .it a river bend
S3 miles upstream liom
New Orleans
Cen Noble s.ud a rough
estimate of backwater
damage In seven states
would exceed $150 million
but staled U was nearly all
in unprotected flood plain

areaa

Wounded Knee
WASHINGTON (API - While Indians took their grievances to a congressional hearing yesterday, efforts
continued to break the stalemate on
negotiations to end the occupation of
Wounded Knee. S.D.
Russell Means, a leader of the
American Indian Movement MM
said at a news conference that the
militants occupying the village have
agreed to stack all unlawful arms if
the White House will meet with their
representatives.
Means said he is prepared to continue the siege at Wounded Knee for
the rest of his life if the White House
balks at discussing what the Indians
say is denial of their treaty rignts

Legal age bill altered;
drinking provision out
A bill which would grant
IK veal olds all the rights ot
adults except the right to
drink liquor and high beet
stands an excellent chance
oi passage,' according to its
sponsoi

I think the age ot
majority bill will pass OHM
vrhelmingly in the Ohio

Bill could affect drug policy
• from page one

House Bill 420 states that
the state board of pharmacy
and all law enforcement
officers in Ohio would, be
"primarily responsible for
enforcing the laws of this
state dealing with drug
abuse control and the
regulation of drug traffic."
"THIS DOESN'T mean
that RAs (resident advisors i. hall directors or
housemothers are to be
given this responsibility."
Gradv said

"RAs aren't being paid
to be policemen These matters should be in the hands ol
professional law enforcement agencies where there's
a belter chance of having a
less prejudiced and a more
consistent practice "

which is not a drug of abuse,
regardless of whether the
offender knows the same is
not a drug of abuse
Even if the substance is
harmless, violating this section would be considered a
felony.

House Bill 420 also covers
selling counterfeit drugs

"I DON'T FEEL the bill
will appreciably affect the
number of campus arrests."
Grady said.
In fact, it may even cut
down the number of arrests
for small quantities of drugs
by taking the primary

According to the bill. "No
person shall offer for sale or
sell, as a drug of abuse, any
compound, mixture,
preparation or substance

responsibility away from the
residence hall people
"It will, however, hope
fully be changing something
inconsistent and illegal "
Grady said passage nl the
bill is assured because of the
55 representatives eo sponsoring the bill. Only 50 are
needed for passage
"I hope that the law con
cerning these matters will
be stated in the Student
Guide and housing book
along with the names and

phone numbers ol proles
■ional counseling agencies
such as Karma (local drop
in dmg centei) and the I'm
verslty counseling set
vices, Gradv said
I think we should give up
the Idea that the L'niversilj
is our parents, winch i IH>
lieve all students are for,
anyway This is why slu
dents have toughl for beet
on campus and the dropping
ot certain dormitory regula
tions "

FALL LEASES

Enjoy Good Living

(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

Allyn Apts. - 3095th& SI.801
And
Bumpus Dahms Apts. - t2LeiJEJ

in

Birch wood Place
Buckeye House
Mt. Vernon

650 6th St.
649 6th St.
802 6th St.

• 2 Bedroom Units
• Close to Campus
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs. / days week
• 9 to 12 month Leases

Rental Office: Falcon Plaza Motel
Call 353-9863
352-1973

Other Various Apartments and Houses
Now Leasing Spring, Summer, and Fall

•Apaimint! iff completely furnished ready 10 be occupied

•Utilities paid except electric

•Carpeted hells and ms-de entrances

tM shaped living dining area

•Central Gas an conditioning and Sealing with individual
apartment controls

•Walt to wall cupeling

•Kitchens come equipped with gas ranges

lood waste

disposal

UAO

•6ownd conditioned interior
* ■

TV

Buddy Rich

•E itra large closets

•Mesomv eiteriots with concrete block firewalls

•Insulated window glass
•Gas lighted entrance
•Gas tfluipped launfrv .rea available m each apattment

•Sliding glass doors to balcony

and
his Band

•Fesl recovery gas water healing

budding

Art lecture

•Outdoor Gas gri»» available to each building

•Twei beds in each bedroom

•Ample off street pat king

•Built m vanity in hallway

•880 sg It per apartment

•linen closet

•2 bedrooms — IV) baths

•fichisive membership to 41) s with party facilities

Senate today."' Sen Stanley
.1
Aronoff (R-Cincinnatil
said

THE BILL would allow 18
vi-.ii olds the right to marry
without their parents'
consent, sue and be sued,
enter into contracts, and
acquire debts
Aronoff was the sponsor of
a hill last year that would
have allowed the same
rights for 18 year olds plus
the right to purchase and
consume liquor
That
measure passed the Senate
by a vote of 32-1 but was
defeated in the House.
Vronofl said he omitted
the drinking provision in the
new bill because the legislation would stand a better
chance of passage without
it
Senators are skeptical of
the alcohol provision
because the initial figures

f

CaH 352-9378 Days
3J2 7740 Evenings
352-7324 Other

"ACTUALLY. I believe
the bill itself will pass with
or without the alcohol provision But if there is an
amendment for liquor. I'm
nol sure that would pass."
Aronoff said
I think that 18 years
should be the age of
majority in Ohio It has in
fact become the age of
majority throughout the
country, with 32 states
having adopted it now. I
think Ohio should, too."

VIP meets tomorrow
Volunteers-in-Progress tVll'i. a service organization
which encourages students and members of the campus
community to work together, will hold an informative
meeting tomorrow at 7 p in in 303 Moseley Hall
Those interested in working in VII' are encouraged to
attend Persons unable to attend can obtain information
about the organization by calling the VIP office at 372-2951
from in ,i in to noon or l-3p.ni. any time this week

First Edition plate made exclusively for Vatan's in Denmark 1
depicting Prout Chapel, Bowling
Green State University.
(Name

Date _

■A Limited Amount I Address
Phone_
of plates are IPnce per $16.00

I Every plate is
i numbered and in

plate

being made —

Number ordtc

Amt. Enclosed

=)'

,,«g\ JBIgit,,

m*
«**;
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April 15-8 p.m.
Gr. Ballroom
Free rap session 5 p.m.-April 15
Gr. Ballroom

a-

w

%r&
-

■'.

■

"M ;

K v-

iu"'j<

Tickets on sale Union
*3.00 • '3.50 - »4.00

B.G.S.U. colors

The Perfect Gift or Momento for
B.G.S.U. Students, Alumni & Faculty
Orders now being taken ■ first
come, first served. Fill in coupon
above & send or bring in to
Vatan's, 109 N. Main. Please allow 4 weeks for delivery.

kit

12 mo.-$60.00 mo. and 9 mo. - $65.00 mo.

Off in at 4D's at Seventh and High Streets
Hours from 1-5 or by Appointment

since its defeat last year.

from the state of Michigan
after they allowed 18 year
olds the right to drink were
very sad with regard to
accidents
involving
drinking."' Aronoff said
He said an amendment to
the bill may be introduced
while it is on the floor to
reinstate the drinking
provision, but that the bill
will be passed or defeated
independently of any such
amendment
He added that he thinks
the bill "has gained
considerable momentum"'

Another first at Vatans—

chen fiat indoor pool, pool table

Based On Four Man Rentals

Pictured above is 'Wake of the Ferry' by the late John Sloan,
noted American artist and leader of the 'Athcan School' of
Art. His wife, Helen, will lecture on her husband's work,
American art of this century and the relation between artist
and gallery tonight at 7:30 in 204 Fine Arts Bldq

'',//

»■

■/973

fy
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Health department seeks change

Proposal would update housing code
The Wood County Health
Department has expressed
interest in updating the
county housing code along
the lines of the proposed
Bowling
Green code.
Sheldon Westman. chairman
of the City Housing Com-

mission said yesterday
The City Housing Commission and the Planning
and Zoning Commission of
Bowling Green City Council
met last Friday with James
Coy. head sanitarian of the
health department,
to

Ohio bill proposes
enrollment quotas
A bill to establish enrollment quotas for state supported
professional graduate schools has been introduced to the
Ohio Senate
The proposal would require first-year classes at all professional schools to contain 90 per cent Ohioans and 10 per
cent blacks, said the bill's sponsor. Sen William F Bowen
< D-Cincinnati i
"Vast numbers of Ohioans are forced out of our medical
and law schools each year.' Bowen said Too many of our
Ohio students end up going to out-of-state schools
Institutions failing lo meet the quotas would not receive
their state subsidies. Bowen said

Congratulations To
Alpha Sigma Phi Officers
For 1973-74
Pres Dave Kobel
V. Pres. Gary Luslic
Ireas Dave Grooms
Y D Member Jim Pesek. Roger Ward
Social Chairman Ron Smith
Rush Chairman Dave Brooker
Recording Secretary Mike Fry
Corres. Secretary Ric Courson
Steward Pat Boyle
House Mgr Dick McConnell
House Marshall John Moyer
Athletic Chairman Dave Krep
Alumni Chairman Paul Slygh
Activities Chairman Dan Bollinger
House Chaplin Craig Beiner
HAE Bill Umack
Historian Walk Markwell
Parent's Club Chair. John Evans
Refreshment Chairman Al Posywak
Asst's Ted Pruc. Howard Hall

discuss the progress of the
housing code proposal.
If the county health
department uses the
proposed city code lo
improve the county code.
Bowling Green would then in
essence have the proposed
code which the commission
has attempted to pass
several times since its
completion in August. 1972.
WESTMAN. assistant director of
University
residence services, said Coy
was interested in using the
proposed city code with a
few minor changes to
improve the present county

ANOTHER
CHANGE
would be in the board which
would hear appeals to the
code
Westman said if
adopted by the county the
plan would be to have two
boards, one dealing with
Bowling Green and one
dealing with the rest of the
county
The neighborhood surveys
of marginal, or substandard
housing also would have to
be restructured since the
whole county rather than
just the city would be
included, he said
There
won I
be
substantial changes in the
proposed code,
Westman

~..id
We hope the health
department board will
approve the major parts of

the code."
If the health department
ed the code, cities
would have the option of
adopting the code or passing
(heir own. he said.

WESTMAN SAID the city
i ..ild adopt the county code
by reference," which is a
minor action by city council.
Ha s.ud the nett step is to
chedule the proposal for a
mg of the health board.
However, board meetings in
the immediate future are
booked up.

code
The changes would be
mostly in implementing the
standards of the code.
Westman said Some would
be made in view of the
Change from city to county
jurisdiction, he said
"For example, it may be
legal under the county code
to have an outhouse which is
Iwo miles from your nearesl
neighbor But the population
in the city is denser and thus
the regulation would need to
be changed, Westman said

Non-western culture
series continues today
The non-western culture l< tun series continues today
with a talk by K t> '. ima of Japan on lndmdualism--An
Impression oi American Culturi bj .in Average Japanese "
It will begin al Sp m in 203 Hayes Hall.
Lectures on oilier countries nol familiar to the western
world will I).' given eai h sun eding Tuesday through May
15al the same li
> II ,
Hall
The series is sponsored bj the World Student Association
and the ECxpei Imental Studies

•••••••••••••••*••••••

STADIUM—VU
Tuesday Special
*

FISH & CHIPS
English style batter dipped Fish and French Fries

All You Can Eat $ 1.29
Across liom the football stadium

ARE PROUD OF

i
KSB4 8BB.

THEIR 22 NEW ACTIVES!

o o0o o0o0o0o0o°o«o0 o

§88 §.U00#THB
353-8881 a 353-8891
EVERY PIZZA BAKED TO ORDER
15"
Cheese
$2.40

30«

35c

45«

19"
Cheese
$3.30

Deluxe (P.S.H.GP.0)
$3.10

SANDWICHES,

$4.35
DINNERS,

$5.25

AND SALADS

Combination Submarine
Ham & Cheese Submarine
Steak Submarine
Meatball Submarine
Steak Sandwich
Steak Special Sandwich
w/Cheese 4 Mushrooms
Pizza Sauce
B.B.Q. Ribs Platter
w/Salad 4 Roll
Ala Carte
B.B.Q. Chicken Dinner
w/Salad a Roll

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
75

1.05
2.50
2.25
1.85

Hotdogs

6" & 12"

.30 t .50

Coneys

6" ft 12"

.40 ft .60

ED-SSALAO

^:::::::: :8

CHEF SALAD

Large
Small

Sundays
Weekdays
Weekends
FREE DELIVERY
Minimum $1.65

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Behind Burger Chef

Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL
• Practically on campus • 2 minute walk
• All new modern and furnished
•Plenty of free parking
•Cable TV
• Gas hot water heat & air conditioning
• Twenty business locations at your fingertips
• Communications system between apartment
and front door
• A location that requires no car

1.55
30
1:00
11:00
11:00
5 PM

FREE DELIVERY

-

1:00
1:00
2:00
1 AM

appointive, rather than
subject to election by the
students, and required the
assistant to run for election
as representative to the
board
instead
of
automatically taking the
post after a year as
assistant.

Three Student
Body
Organization
tSBO)
officers,
a
University
administrator, and possibly
a Board of Trustee member
will screen candidates next
week for the newly created
position of assistant student
representative to the Board
of Trustees
Students can sign up for
interviews tor the position
this week in 405 Student
Services Bldg

MARK WALKER, junior
(B.A.I and current student
representative to the Board
of Trustees, said there were
three reasons for the
changes.

SBO amended its Constitution April 1. changing the
position in two ways. It
made
the
position

Because the job takes up
much of a student's tune.

OFFICE

352-7365

530V4 E. WOOSTER (rear up)

352-8033

Over Student Book Exchange

352-9302

"be could be burnt out" by
his second year and not work
as bard. Walker said.
He also said the assistant
will have to be elected as
representative to the board
because otherwise, "if be
wasn't qualified, students
could be stuck with him for
two years."
Walker
also
said
appointing the assistant will
narrow the chances of
getting a student "difficult
to work with " He said this
difficulty would mean
differences in personality,
and not in issues concerning
students.

Panel views
future training

Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner

It VARIETIES
PANCAKES « WAFFLES
Open Tues. thru Sat.
TiM-l
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00

111 BAST WOOSTER
BANQIF.T RtM»l

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

I

I
I

Or. Gerald L. Saddlemire.
chairman of the department
of college student personnel,
will participate in a
workshop panel today at the
National Association of
Student Personnel Administrators
Conference
in
Philadelphia. Pa.
"Human Relations and
Political Systems: Implications
for
Future
Training" will be the topic
discussed by I)r Saddlemire
and his co-panelists. More
than 1.500 student affairs
administrators and deans
are expected to attend the
four-day
{April 8-111
conference.

South Side Six
Coke

i

* Special summer rates

About prices include chips j>id pickle

HOURS

KATHY QUINN
LESLIE ROTHENBERG
GINNY SIMMONS
MANDV SIMMONS
PAM STAHL
LAURA STURNI0L0
JEANNE TEUTSCH
KATHY WALTERS
PATTY WOLFE
JULIE WORMAN
KATHY ZIMMERMAN

60<

Pepperoni, Sausage, Beef, Ham, Mushrooms,
Green Peppers, Onions, Anchovies, Shrimp

$2.50

SBO position available

CHI OMEGA
JAN B0MBA
SUE CONSTABLE
VAL DZIAMA
JANET FLORIAN
SUE G00DE
KATKY HALLIDAY
KIPPY HALLIDAY
JEANNE HARVEY
BARB KLEMME
BETH LINDEMAN
LYNNE McPHERSON

a Papuan, emowjod last weak from a
lunafa and dledsood that h. hod bm hiding from
Japarm forcoi that hod induct*d him Kite o work
fang in 1942. Mokl stayed in the iunolo alone, not
knowing the war had ondod 21 yoars boforo.

- FEATURING -

*»0o0o0o0o0o0o0o°o0o0 O°o o

13"
Cheese
$1.75

THE PROPOSAL would
follow the rules for all
ordinances, which would
include three readings and
publication in a newspaper.
The proposed city code
would create a housing
officer who could inspect
dwellings. In addition, a
seven man board of appeals,
including one University
student, would be created.
The proposal also lists
space and occupancy
requirements, including
minimum sanitary and
heating facilities, light and
ventilation and electrical
outlets

The Sisters Of

FREE DELIVERY

11"
Cheese
$1.25

¥
¥
¥

• ••••• •••**•••••••••••

Thanks To The
Outgoing Officers

e

¥
¥
¥
¥

He said the code proposal
will be first informally
presented to the health
department for discussion.
Later the proposal will be
formally presented with any
changes lo the board.
Westman said there would
be no public bearings "per
se" at the county level on
the proposal, but said that
all health board meetings
are open to the public.

4

FOR89 Qt

Plus Oepsoit

737 S. MAIN

Rold Gold
Pretzels 29c
HRS. 9-11 WKDYS.
HRS. 9-11 SUN.
HRS. 9-12 FRI. & SAT.

352-8639
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'If her*> Thrift} Shopping
is a Pleasure"

CHECK AND COMPARE! YOU'LL SAVE WITH
THESE 7 DAY BONUS BUYS & THRIFTY PRICES

GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOO STORES

WHOLE FRYER

LEGS&
THIGHS

100". FRESH

HAMBURGER

LB.

BONELESS ROLLED BUTT STYLE

PORK ROAST
MR.
COOKID
Mh. BOSTON
IUVUN WUKIU

g%g%

, „. 99e

FISH STICKS or FISH CAKES

OCEAN PERCH

DINNER MIL

l\l>

DINNER llll . S VANITIES

SLICED BOLOGNA

99

LUNCH MEAT

WHOLE BEEF ROUNDS
RUMP ROASTS
ROUND STEAKS
SIRLOIN TIP STEAKS

.99°

WHOLE PORK LOINS

1

$129

LOIN END ROASTS
COUNTRY RIDS
ALL CENTERS LB.

ivowi
CUT & WRAPPED FREE FOR YOUR FREEZERl 45 so IBS.

PLUS

,.89°

*

,
CUT A WRAPPED FREE FOR YOUR FREEZERl

»VO. WT.
14 ill

VARIETY, QUALITY, SERVICE & CONVENIENCE

REGULAR OR DIET

7-UP

16 OZ. BOTTLES
PLUS DEPOSIT

TOFFEE BARS

KRAFT MINIATURE

__

„«».25c

MARSHMALLOWS
SMUCKERS

MULTI-SCRUB

__

„ o, 48e

STRAWBERRY PRESERVES
HEINZ STRAINED

40z

PILLSRURY LAYER

C

8

__

CAKE MIX

LOTION
6 0z.

_

DABYFOOD

C

PKO25

CARNATION

rtj*

COFFEE MATE

..cOtT

OR - PINE.. FR. PUNCH

..

KOOL KRISP PRODUCE

,60z28l

Hl-C DRINKS

U.S. NO.
us.
nv. 1■ Rtv
RED

GW SUGAR
GOLD MEDAL

FLOUR. ...A*29e
Oviii.:^!^

gS MUSTARD
SEAWAY

&d KETCHUP
"jl

39

CANTALOUPE
FRESH CRISP

13

CABBAGE

PRICES GOOD THRU APRIL 16. 1973
WE RESERVE QUANTITY RIGHTS

^■\V;HKUM.vKRhTJHVf-

^'JS'A

SWEET A FULL OF FLAVOR

OPEN DAILY
9 A.M.-9 P.M.
SUNDAY
10 A.M.-6 P.M.

AA

. _

POTATOES ?! 99

5 a 58

■

5

„„.

SEAWAY

MIXED VEGETABLES

»«.4/*1
_

--^

_

.-^

uo,.4/$1
s

03 5/ 1

MONEY-SAVING SEAWAY DOLLAR SALE!

PINEAPPLE JUICE
SEAWAY
SPINACH
WHOLE APRICOTS

SEAWAY

SEAWAY WHOLE OR SLICED

BARRETT
PEARS

WHITE
POTATOES
SEAWAY

3/$1

TOMATOES

_
m

SEAWAY STEMS A PIECES

.-.
*•+

5/s$1
035/
« fC«
$
30,3/ 1

MUSHROOMS
SEAWAY OARK RED

KIDNEY BEANS

30,47*1

LIQUID DETERGENT....„«.

g*
«• /cfC«

SEAWAY

M l*M

SEAWAY WHITE OR PINK

.oz.3/$1
.oz3/
10a4/

$

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREATSCOT!

1

FABRIC SOFTENER
FACIAL TISSUES

„«.
.

ir.

,00 c, 5/$1

GreatScot
FRIENDLY FOOD STORES
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Encounter seminar set
A human valje and selfactualization seminar will
begin next week It will
meet from 7-10 p. m on three
consecutive Tuesdays: April

17 and 24 and May 1
The non-credit seminar
will be directed by Dr.
Dwight
Kalita. assistant
professor of English, and

Think
<5IiKjjsHay
99C FAMILY NIGHT STEAK DINNER

Dr. Jim Guinan, associate
professor at the Counseling
Center.
•THE PURPOSE of this
seminar will be to give
students an opportunity to
encounter their peers on a
very close personal level, to
examine their own lifestyles
and values in the light of
other peers' values, and
thus, to see themselves in a
more insightful fashion.''
Dr Kalita said
"Emphasis will
be
centered upon students'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr

1

emotional responses and
sensory experiences.
"This seminar offers a
good chance for students,
who feel in their own
personal lives a threateningly increasing sense of
alienation,
to encounter
other people who are
seeking more in-depth
human relationships." he
said.
Students interested in the
seminar should sign up at
the Counseling Center. 320
Student Services Bldg.

5
9
11

16
17
19
20
21
23
24
25
26

University Skating Club

10
33
34
35

Important Meeting

PONDEROSA
J££4r"~

STEAK HOUSE

E. Wootler St.
Acton from Football Stadium

16

— ELECTIONS —
7:00 P.M. TUES.
April 10, 1973

37
18
19
11
42
41
4">

- TEACHERS Ind. Ed., Social Sciences
Elem. Ed., Sec. Ed., Home Ec,

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE
Furnished 2 Bedroom
Suites
only $65

Phys. Ed., Math & Science,
Business, Special Ed.
Your skills are needed in 57 countries
overseas, and poverty communities in
the U.S. Peace Corp & Vista can place
you in interesting & challenging jobs.

53
54
55
Ji

",8 Prr-ltMivsl
hours.
59 Numerical suffix.
60 Floor of a
buitdine.
61 Disencumbers.
62 Miscalculates.

•
•
•
•
•

• Facilities include
IV* baths
Wall to Wall Carpeting
Central Heat and A/C
Patio Grills
Indoor Pool

1 Especially suilable place,
2 One of the Aliens.
3 Spartan.
4 Americans in
Paris.
5 Temper with
heal.
6 Certain horses.
7 Sinsina syllable.
8 David Frye. for
one.
9 Military unit.
10 Riotous mob.
II — facto.
12 The Mets'
stadium.
13 Where Sandwich is
If City near Dallas.
22 Extinct wild oi.
26 Use a cutting
tool.
27 "Le Rouse et le
—
28 Attire lor
Fonteyn.
29 Flower part.
30 Word with art
or sonj.
31 Delicate labnc.
« ferry Mason s
profession:
Abbr.
36 Famed violinist.
37 Table
companion.
39 Nylons.
10 Caesar's parting
words.
41 Stereopticon
picture.
43 CAR founder.
44 More
40 uescrming some

***

Bates and Springer Inc.

There will be .i Pentecostal Praver meeting in Proul
Chapel al 6 30 pm
The Bowling l.recn School of Sell Dclcnse will meet in „M2
Worn) ii - HI tig alb JO pill
There will be a Stujy Break in Anderson $ Main l-ounge .ii
7pm
TheGermanClub will meet in 113 Bus Ad Bldg at 7 pm
All ill. ih'.l

programs

available

during

school

term.

Car

necessary.

parties, insurance, magaiines or books. EXPOSURE

guarantee of $500 per month. Potential ot $6.00

INTERVIEW

per

COMPANY!

part-time

This
-

does

NO

not

involve

OBLIGATION

TO

canvassing,
YOU

OR

development

PLACE-Student Union
--White Dogwood Room
TIME--12:00 Noon--3:30 PM--7.00 PM
DATE-Tuesday, April 10, 1973

Camp counselors and other interested persons are invited
to share ideas techniques, and materials at Batchelder s
2nd door lounge at 7 3D pin Question' fall Sandv 2-4565 or
Mike'MJ70
The Mvthopoeu- Sotietv will meet in the Library ol the
I'niv l uthti.in Chapel at 7 JO pm to discuss Leal bv
NilUtle and On Fairy Stories by J H R Tolkten
There will be an introductor\ lecture on Transcendental
Meditation at 112 Lile Science at 8 pm
RIDES
Ride needed to Pitt Apr 13
Will pay CJII2-3M>»
Need ride to and Irom Ohio
I an weekend J72-4282
i.'M

\MM

\i>

Found .( niiJiN inOiirnhjiwT
restroom Call 3&2-W29 to
identily and pay (or ad
Lost Large pure white M
cat in N Main t E Merry
area

PLEASE BE ON TIME!!!
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sardines.
47 Canie Russell.
for one.
48 Commercial
vessel.
|Q Prominent
Brili-h family.
;,o Publisher
Canfietd
',] \jd and
,2 J.,,,.,,
island
W of Honshu,
56 Combining form
meaning egg.
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luesdav April in 1973

yourself to any summer job. Established company;

and
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CLaSSIFIED -9MMC-

I here will be an introductory lecture on Transcendental
Mtvlit.iuon m 112 Lite Science at 3 pm

excellent

OPPORTUNITIES

27

19

20

OJT 4NPMlH0t-&
WITH Tr»=

The BOSH Karate Hub will meet in ihe North East Room
of Commons trom 7 9 pm

to work. CAREER

13

by Brant psrksr snd Johnny hart

The iM.Sl Marketing Club will nuti in 109 Bus Ad Bldg
.ii 7 pm tonomin.ite next year s ol liters

hour for those not afraid

12

/ pwce,ifc»
I
V

Hrs. 10-12,1-5,7-11 Everyday but W.d.

Ohio-Indiana-Michigan-Pennsylvania Students

starting

II

741 High St.
352-6248

Summer Work-Men & Women

minimum

10

16

r«£»i***'<..

ONE DAY ONLY

with

9

17

THE WIZARD OF ID

riwSociology Undtrgndiiili interest Group will meet m
'.In- I'.ill Room ol the I nmii .ii :> inn

program

i

Contact Our Rental Agent at

INTERVIEWS

pay

7

15

DOWN

Colloq.
Standard of
behavior.
Anatomical seam.
Full name in the
news.
Creat playwiiahl.
Headwear of a
sort.
Harbor craft.
California trees.
Inland sea of
Asia.
Province of
Poland: Abbr.
Juniors and
seniors.
Certain shoes.
Socks.
Way
Porridee
ingredient.
Prods u-rd with
flop, plunk, rlr.
Very small
creature.
Wartime vessel:
Abbr.
Creek aoddr-.
Antitoxic
preparation.
Convention
orator.
Chemical suffixes.
Italian cathedral
city.
Famous Lord
Mayor of Dublin.
Character in
"Julius Caesar."
Spinster.
Degrade.
Epithet famous
since 1927.
I'assuser dinner.

CAMPIS CALENDAR

Investigate these opportunities before committing

(

'

(based on 4 person occupancy)

Sign Up Now For Interviews
April 17-19 in Placement
Office

16
50

3

?2 Gen 1 Frsiutei Corp

ACROSS
Robin's
residence.
Section ol ■
drama.
Invigorating.
Give

(berate):
15

2

14

FOR THOSE UNABLE

TO ATTEND THE INTERVIEW, WRITE:

D. AA. Zaverl
3821 Prospect Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio 44115

Reward

3S2-C02O

Lost .irrnun Shep male
Red collar Reward 3M74*4
Lost Children s pet. 4 mo
old
M
Norwegian
Elk
Hound
Black & gray
Reward 3S4-M33 ater 12
noon
Lost
F Keeshound gray
pup w M lace, bi collar
w rabies lag Answers to
Char U2S3M or 352-1725
Reward
Lost One hat on rude (rom
Fla Boo- 352 7121
SERVK'KS OFFERED
.
Begmning tapestry weaving
Tues evenings 8 classes.
» Call 353 1724
Experienced typist Term
papers, theses, etc Call 3722921

HELP WANTED
We need evening entertain

Paid Little league umpires
lor entire summer in Bti
Phone 352 5413

PERSONALS
Speaker K
De Yama ol
Japan will speak on indivi
dualism An Impression ol
American Culture bv an
Uer.ini- Japanese at 3pm
in203Md\e>H.ill
TEAK WOOD BAR SETS in
Stainless Steel The Working
Hand i i.ii( Center 515 CM
neaut

30 men needed C 20 per hr
Sain A
stock now &
summer II yrs and over 9
ami pm and 4 30 pm 9 30
pm Also mght work stock «
io pm-7 am Contact
c\tM
Dick
Larabee
The
Andersons. Maumee Lniv
Personnel Services
pay Care Center applicauons being taken (or hall
time director, bookkeeper
and lull .me bead teachers
New non-profit center to be
opened in Sept ■ u located in
Bowling Green Contact S
Manaon. 927 Charles Si

Bowling Green
Equal
opportunity employer
Waitress wanted

Pagliai s

Were all
vou
Phi

t.ood luck to the Phi Tau s
dunnn soltball
We II be
backing you all the WIJ
Luv. LilTau s
Heller late than never
Thanx Kappa Sins tor the
good time The Alpha GWM
t'ongratulations to Kalhi F
on making \arsity Cheer
leading' We re proud o( \ou'
TheLilTaus
tiEKl congratulations OB
your TKE l il Sis activa
non MADOOG

Scott Melton Thanx (or the
pin- Love. Lamb

Alpha

To the HAREM Thanx (or
(he B-Day surprise iWhat
kind o( monkev''> i...»
David

like flies'" Congrats MoJo
& Mike on vour AKPi pin
ning- Ellen and Russ on your
engagement
Gayle
and
Mark on your Alpha Sig pin
ning

Elementary education ma
jors
Would you consider
spending the (all quarter as
a teacher-aide in a school located in the l.iuicnii.ii!
Mountains north o( Montreal,
boarding
with
a
French Canadian
family^
Students interested in indivi
dualized language arts programs are particularly requested
to
apply
to
Experimental Studies. 540
Education Bldg . 2-2256 .16
hours ot credit are
of
course available >

ment Ban|o & piano plaver
Capable ot carrying a sinn
along Plav Wed. Fn 4 Sat
eve* Call 3524707 after II
am
Barb and Fred Congratulations on your engagement'
A married student is needed
Love and best wishes' Your
as a RESIDENT MAN
Sisters
AGER to do minor main
lenance. a limited amount oi
HELP' 1 need something to
booki.eepin((. and to serve as
dc 5-4 am Tues Fn Will con
the rental agent (or an
tider anything (r pay or
apartment complei Apply
grins Dave 3524491 after 6
m person at 451 Thurstin St .
pm
Apt No 202
"° m*n ■••^JW construction
work |S 40 per hr starting
Apr 23 thru Apr 28 or 2»th
7am-7 hm and 7 pm -7 am
Contact Ron Kemerly at the
construction site by Apr
19th Stout Construction Co
Ohio Farmers Grain Co-op.
South County Line St. Fostoria. Ohio 43S-IC50 I'niv
Personnel Services

sity cheerleader
very proud o(
Kappa Tau

Chi s are

drooping

Pisanello s puia is B G s
largest selling pizza
Phi Delis-Alpha Chis were
glad to chug some brew
with the brothers and
rushees ■ Good luck

1971 Suzuki 90 cc trials bike
1275 Call 878-6114
VR-17 Dynamic skis lor
sale. 205 cm cheap call
3524347

1968 \W Bug Ph 352-5903
71 350 Honda Scrambler
many extras 71 360 Yama
ha Induro Alter 4 354-7311
1070 Honda
350 CB
Excellent condition 1500
352-6777

Congratulations to JoAnne
on vour engagement to
Denny' Good Luck Always'
Your Sisters

66 Karmen Ghia good condition 1500 354-6695 OT 24004

Take a studv break to the
South Seas' Visit Samoa.
New .Zealand.
Australia.
FIJI Tuesday April 10 7 00
pm Anderson Main Lounge

1965 Ford Econoline Super
Van. 6 cyl std New tires,
alternator, (an bell Runs
great Good camper 1600
Call 372-1554

Hail. hail, the gang got
Mitxed ihic Really had a
great time Thanx TEKE
brothers
Love,
vour
ACTIVE Li I Sisses

Living room couch,
cond 125 352-9360

good

Must sell Console stereo
brand new Phone 3S2-4V57

Reduced (or sum only I wo
3 bdrm duplex turn all util
pd 150 Based on 5 ore 155 4
ore
160 iw\- F
onl\
Lease deposit no petl
5320
2 man apt wanted lor : F
June |o June lease Call 354
6692 evenings
Several houses
apis and
rooms available (or summer
i. next school term 878 2199
Apts and rooms tor sum L
(all Near campus Ph 352
7365
Apts lor Summer It Fall
rental 1 block Irom campus
call 353 467J before 5 pm or
353 3143 alter 6 pm
Nice 2 bdrm 10 x 50 mobile
home Across Irom Towers
Air COWl Avail lor sum qtr
Responsible persons only no
pets 352 7484

HOI SES & APTS
KENT CALL 352-9378

FOH

I Male roommate needed (or
spring quarter Call 352 5056
1 M rmte needed Spr
150 mo 352 7651 John

Qtr

CAMPUS MANOR APART
MCNT8 now renting (or
Summer It Fall SPECIAL
SIMMER KATES 1140 per
month
New
Furnished 2
minute walk to Campus-5 to
town
Located behind
Burger Che!
Phone 352
9302.352-8033 or 352-7365

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STl DENTS NEAR
CAMPIS PH 3527365
F needed imm I bk (rom
campus
140 month
352
7113
Need F rmmte. next school
year Haven House 372-4282
1 M rml 155 mo I til incl
Own rm in house Ask eve
Bruce 3524322

Teachers
grad students
youag working people- furn 2
bdrm apt (or summer Ph
352-8161 mornings

1170 Honda 175.1100 mi. like
new Phone 286-351I between
Mpm

Need 1 F rmmt
year Call 2-3212

Acoustic guitar
352 7345

HOUSES & APTS FOR
RENT. CALL 352-9371

140

Call

FOR RENT
The brothers congratulate
Lil Sts Kathie Fisher for
being named a 1973-74 Var

\.ailable UII 1 summer
leases ClOM 10 campus
Phone 352 l!»7:i .153*63

FOR SALE
For Sale Two 12 Jenson
Concerte speakers Call 3721280

ABORTIONS For (ree in
formation and reierral. call
A F PIO
a
nonprofit
organization at 202 785-1077

Congratulations
Tim
Shrayer and Susan Pekrul on
your PHI Tau-DG pinning
Best wishes (or the future
The Brothers of Phi Kappa
Tau

Needed 1 F (trad to share J
bdrm apt sum ami or next
year (all 37.! 2921

HOUSES & APTS FOR
RENT CALL 352-9371

for next

Needed 1 F rmte (or Sum
mer- Rockledge- Cheap 3529397

TtMtdoy, April 10, 197), Th. M ftawi/Po^. 7

A

SOUND
AYSSOCIATES
THE
SOUND
SPECIALISTS

TH

WEB IPBIi 11
THRU SOT IPBJL15™
10 AM TO 10 PM

BASF •MEMOREX • TDK • BRAUN • WOLLENSAK • BOZAK • RECTILINEAR • ONKYO • HARMON KARDON • KLH»
oc
UJ

z
o

SOUND
SAVINGS

248 SOUTH MAIN STREET
DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN

MIX & MATCH
SYSTEMS

c/5

z
UJ
DC

O
X

o
>
UJ

oc

ELIPITICAL
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

OC

$

219

REG. '54.95

J

88

NOW 23

z
H

NIKKO 2010 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
W/ALL TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY
(•139.95) TWO JENSEN MODEL 1 AIR
SUSPENSION SPEAKERS ('48. EACH)
AND A BSR 310X AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE WITH CUEING AND ANTI SKATE
AND A MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE ('80.)
REG. '315.95. NOW-THE PRICE THAT
FITS

GQ piaiMeen

*v«

-J
SA500

REG.'119.95

•
UJ
>
<
UJ

REG.'50.

I

a:

u NOW s395
•
o
z

ST-3600

(SfiniONeen

m

W|<a4/l<a/tc/

T-3500

STEREO CASSETTE DECK
REG.'199.95

95

IKENWOOO

'^B

<

REG.'329.95
kardon

j STEREO AMP

l**«A.

!5»
SPECIAL-BOTH UNITS

REG.'399.95

$

388**

ACOUSTIC
COMPLIANCE
LOUDSPEAKERS

NOW '68"

(HARD TO BEAT)

PICKERING

SU3604

KIH MODEL 33

REG.*99.95

95

NOW 349

ZZs^ STEREO TUNER |

CO

<

ejj

$

NOW 399

3

NOW $33M

PIONEER SX-424 AM/FM SOLID STATE STEREO
RECEIVER MATCHED WITH A PAIR OF MARANTZ
IMPERIAL VII, 3-WAY SPEAKERS AND A PIONEER
PL-12D TURNTABLE W/CUEING, ANTI-SKATE AND
AN ADC-250XE DIAMOND CARTRIDGE. REG.
•527.85.

■H

MIX TWO KLH 33 ACOUSTIC
COMPLIANCE
SPEAKERS WITH THE PERFORMANCE-PLUS OF A
KENWOOD KR-3200 AM/FM
STEREO RECEIVER ADD A
GARRARD SL-72B TURNTABLE W/BASE, DUSTCOVER AND A PICKERING
P/ATE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE. REG. '549.75.

$

G
O
UJ

REG. '49.95

O.OOO"'

*

pnWB.".-

NIKKO

NOW $8888

PRO-BV
HEADPHONES

|

flOr»iorveen

SE-50 STEREOPHONES

tm-M.

z
z Superex
UJ

'JTHBI-

95

'••:

STEREO AMPLIFIER

X

■MX. _

(M) moixiecR -

<

QC
UJ
—
UJ

Jensen

Jensen

i'lHSij: i,---p;' |.:.J'

QUAD-4/CHANNEL MONSTROPHONIC WE MATCHED THE
HARMON-KARDON 75+ WITH
SEPARATE POWER SUPPLIES,
FM MUTING AND SUPER LOWNOISE TUNING WITH 4 JENSEN
MODEL TWO 2-WAY SPKRS. FOR
OPTIMUM SMOOTHNESS AND
TONAL BLEND. QUAD IS A
WHOLE NEW WORLD. REG.
'591.00

NOW $148M
PACK OF 3
CASSETTES
REG. *9.80

NOW *5W

NOW $47995

Q

GARRARD • SHURE • PICKERING • ADC • DYNACO • PANASONIC • NIKKO • BRAUN • WOLLENSAK* MARANTZ<

Drawing For $1000.00 worth of Stereo and Quad Components
COME IN AND REGISTER

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

ROLL IN TO BOWLING GREEN FOR STRAIGHT TALK IN STEREO
".T.tor Charge

AND A PRICE THAT FITS!
PHONE: 354-4322

l*o»» l/TI»ION.«, To^doy. Apr* 10, 1*73

Falcons take 2 of 3 from Kent State
By Bob Mooa
Staff Writer
Bowling Green's MidAmerican Conference
baseball champs began to
defend their crown during
the weekend by taking two
games of a three-game
series with Kent State.
After winning Friday's
home opener. 7-3. the
Falcons split Saturday's
doubleheader. losing the
first game. 5-2. and winning
the nightcap. 3-1.
The Falcons' record now
stands at 6-5-1 overall and 21 in the MAC. good enough
for first place. The Flashes
are 3-5 overall and 1-2 in the
MAC.
In Friday's game, the
Falcons pounded out 17 hits,
including a four for five
effort by Gary Haas, to beat
the Flashes 7-3. Of the
starting nine, only pitcher
Dan Hebel failed to get at
least one hit.

Smoke

Hard-throwing Dan Hebel l»l« go with torn* of hi* .moke
againil Kont Slot* in tho lint gam* of tho *ori«» la»l Friday at
Stellar Field. Hebel wa» aided by 17 hilt onroule to a 7-3 win
ovor the Hashes Ho alto became tho firtt BG hurlor to nail
down a confortnco win.

Aaron wins Masters

Ills 283 total, live under
par. destroyed his
inaccurate image as golfs
perennial runner-up and
helped erase the haunting
memory ol a slip of the pen
that cost Koberto de Vicenzo
a chance al the Masters
crown in 1968
His victory came in gritty,
determined lashion as he
ignored a gallant charge by
Jack Nicklaus

play started in mild, windy
weather, shouldered his way
into the ranks of the
contenders with a sparkling,
six-under par 66 for a 285
total, three under.
He leaped high in the air
and brandished his putter
over his head after holing a
:n toot birdie putt on the
final hole while Aaron, well
behind him, was playing the
520-yard, par-five 15th
The 35-year-old Aaron,
just a lace in the crowd for
13 years on the pro tour, was
only four under al that point
and faced Ihe multiple
dangers ol Ihe famed
finishing holes
He replied by chipping
delicately to aboul 18 inches
and tapping in the birdie
putt that, in the end. won it

NICKLAUS. eight strokes
off the pace when the day's

HE MANAGED to par in.
twice making nerve testing

AUGUSTA. 0a (Al'i
Tommy Aaron, a quiet.
I'urly-haired veteran who
once scurried Irom Ihe
Augusta National Golf Club
in shame, strode proudly
past the flames greatest
players wilh a final round 68
and annexed the 37th
Masters title veslerday

little putts of two lo three
feet and just missing a bird
on the final hole
But he still had lo endure
the closing bid of .1 ('
Snead. the raw-boned 31year-old nephew of Sam
Snead.
and
l'otcr
Oosterhuis. Ihe 24-year-old
Knglishman who led by
three strokes at the end ol
Ihe third round
Hath were four under par
and were three holes back of
Aaron
Oosterhuis lost his last
chance when he took six on
the l 'Hi missing the green
in three, chipping poorly and
then falling to his knees in
something
approaching
agony when a 10-foot parsaving putt refused to drop.
Snead. a three-time
winner on Ihe lour, finished
with a 70 and 284 He was
alone in second

BOWLING GREEN took a
two-run lead in the first
inning on doubles by Haas
and Mark Ammons and a
single by Rich Arbmger The
Flashes scored in the third
when pitcher. Mike Patrick,
a man whose bat-not his
arm, became a nemesis to
the Falcons throughout the
series, belted a solo homer
over the rightf ield fence.
A double by Haas and a
single by Dick Selgo in the
fourth inning put the
Falcons out front. 3-1. But
the Flashes tied the score in
the top of the fifth when
Patrick hit a two-run shot
over the right center field
fence, some 400 feet away.
The Falcons went ahead to
stay in the bottom of the
fifth when Paul Miles
singled to open the inning,
took second on a bunt single
by Dave Fox. moved to third
on a bunt by Hebel. and
scored on a single by Haas.
BG added three insurance
runs in the eighth on five
hits Falcon relief pitcher.
Hie Richmond, slammed the
door on the Flashes in the
last two innings after taking
over for Hebel.
Hebel. who might have
had a shutout if it hadn't
been for a couple of kneehigh curve balls to Patrick,
was the winning pitcher,
while Patrick was the loser
for Kent.
"Hebel was not at his

best, but I wasn't dissatisfied," said Falcon
coach. Don Purvis. "I
thought he pitched well."
In the first game of the
Saturday doubleheader, it
was once again Patrick's bat
that caused the Falcons
trouble as his pinch-hit
double with the bases loaded
in the eighth broke a 2-2 tie
and gave the Flashes a 5-2
win.
KENT had loaded the
bases on walks to Frank
Smolinski and Nick Saban
and a single by Jon Squires.
John Skrabak's fly-out to
center set the stage for
Patrick's blast to right
center.
Falcon center fielder. Tim
Pettorini. might have had a
chance to catch the liner,
but was playing Patrick
straightaway.
"I can't fault him
(Pettorini) for playing
where he did," Purvis said.
"He took a couple of steps
towards center after he saw
Patrick swing late on two
pitches which were both
fouled off to the left That
shows that Tim had his head
in the game and made a
good adjustment."
KENT had taken a tworun lead in the first inning on
three singles. The Falcons
tied it by scoring one each in
Ihe third and seventh
innings, but couldn't put
together a threat in the final
two off reliever Joe Jaksic.
Mark Krdelyi was the
winner for the Flashes while
Jim Fisher, who had
replaced starter Mike
Frilling in the eighth was
the loser. In seven innings.
Frilling had given up five
hits, five walks and had
struck out eight.
HAAS continued his hot
hitting with three singles in
four at-bats. Dave fox went
two-for-three while Dick
Selgo and Rich Arbinger got
one hit apiece.
In the second game of the
twin-bill. Kip Young hurled
a two-hitter for BG as the
Falcons edged the Flashes 31.
The game was played in a
steady wind blowing directly
from center field to home
plate-a wind which dropped
the temperature 20 degrees
during the course of the day.
The wind and the cold

BG savors productive meet
News Special
LEXINGTON.
Ky The
Falcon cindermen had a pro
dm live weekend, coming up
with three major titles and a
strong overall showing at
the Kentucky Relays last
Friday and Saturday
The BG tracksters totaled
71 team points at the relays,
which featured titles in
events rather than overall
team championships
Overall, il was probably
the bcsl wt ever did there,
coach Mel Brodt said, even
though he added that the
field wasn't as talented as it
has been in the past
The Falcons got standout
performances in the steeple
chase, distance medley, and
four-mile relay, all of which
produced major titles
SENIOR Tracy Klliott
won the Steeplechase in
9 07.9. a feat former Falcon
and current American
recordholder Sid Sink never
performed
Sink, now a graduate
assistant, won the Kentucky
Relays
three-mile
championship representing
the New York Athletic Club
His time was 13 43 0. a meet
record.
BG got its second major
title by winning the distance
medley in 9 52.7 Craig
Macdonald led off with a
1 Ml 880-splu. Ted Farver
ran a 48 2 440-leg. Steve
Danforth had a 3 OS 660split. and Dave Wottle
anchored with a 4 OS 4 mile
The other major title
came in the four-mile relay,
which BG also won last year
at the Kentucky Relays
along with the sprint
medley.

The Falcons won by live
seconds, in meet record
time of 16:554
Kick
Schnittker. Danforth.
Macdonald and Wottle ran
4 15 1. 4 14.2. 4 111 and
t Ui ci •splits, respectively
BG scored in all three
portions of the Kentucky
Relays to balance its scoring
total The Falcons earned 24

points in track events. 10 in
field events and 25 in relay
events
In track events. BG scored
in the high hurdles, intermediate hurdles. 660 and
steeplechase
Dave Fegley was fourth in
the highs and seventh in the
intermediate
hurdles.
Farver was seventh in the
660. and Jim Spiers

supported Elliott's steeple
chase championship with a
sixth place finish
"Fegley did really well."
Brodt said. 1 think he's the
only hurdler we've ever had
score in the highs un those
relay si."
In field events. Mike Allen
was fourth in the hammerthrow and George Williams
was sixth in the javelin.

Brodt said Allen was BG's
biggest surprise, "going
from virtually nothing to
1571" He threw only 125 6"
last year as a freshman Our
record is only 167'."
The Falcons finished the
team scoring with a sixth in
the mile relay, fourth in the
sprint medley and Jan
Rubin's fourth in the
decathlon

Cincy blanks netters 9-0
The conditions of last
Saturday's tennis match
with Cincinnati were so bad.
( f.itli Bob Gill called them
Dungeon. Dark. Dungeon '
Gill was refering to BG s
90 while-washing at the
hands ol Cincinnati on the
outside inside outside courts
'on which the Falcon racketeers battled Ihe Bearcats
Although the conditions
were the worst I've seen this
year, the Cincinnati club
was (oo tough for us to
handle." Gill said
Cincinnati is one of the
best tennis clubs in the
Midwest and the conditions
wouldn't have been an
advanlage for them
We could have hoped for

one or two points, but
considering (hey had about
six li'dei int'ii back from last
year's squad, which beat us
8-1. they were definitely
beUerfrom the start."
Some of (he big names for
BG this year include Tom
l.ightvocl and Doug Dennis
l.ightv»c(. BG's 1973 team
captain, has piled up a 3-2
record in leading the
number one single's set for
BG
Dennis leads the
Falcon's in team single's
wins with a 4-1 record
Gill said Dennis plays the
third or tout th (earn single's
sel There are six all
together, with three doubles
matches to total nine
Dennis also plays each one

Falcon hotline
372-BGSU

of the doubles sets
Coach Pat Birney. one of
BG's youngest assistant
coaches, said with good
playing, the Falcon squad
could have a 500 season
Gill said he thinks the

Falcons are capable of
beating one of the two MAC
favorites. Toledo or Miami.
He said he believes the
rest of the league is a tossup, with the Rockets and
Redskins on top.

temperatures kept the
scoring to a minimum as the
hitters oo both sides were
put at a disadvantage.
"It really made it tough on
wind made the pitchers that
much quicker, although I
don't want to take anything
away from Kip, who pitched
a fine game."
Bowling Green scored one
run in the second, third and
fourth innings while taking
advantage of three Kent
errors. The winning run was
scored when Pettorini

reached third after a twobase error, and came borne
on a wild throw.
Kent's lone run was
scored in the fifth on Bob
Baker's sacrifice fly after
Young had walked the bases
loaded. Losing pitcher for
the Flashes was starter.
Gary Kulbaga.
Today, the Falcon
baseball team is in Ann
Arbor, Michigan, to play the
University of Michigan in a
doubleheader beginning at 2
p.m.

Purvis plans to pitch
freshman Mike Hale in one
game but is undecided as to
his starter in the other
contest.
Hale is a lefthander from
Hamilton, Ohio, who went to
the same high school as
former-Falcon hurler, Jim
Meerpohl, now pitching in
the Phillies' minor-league
chain.
In six innings this season,
Hale has given up three runs
for a 4 50 ERA and owns no
won-loss record.

Linksmen copfure sixth
News Special
HUNT1NGTON. W. VaBowling Green's golf team
finished sixth in a field of 14
here last weekend in the
fourth annual Marshall
Invitational.
Last year the Falcons won
the event, but this year's
field was much stronger
"We're glad to see a
tougher field." said BG
coach John Piper. "It shows
that the tournament is
gaining stature on the circuit."
The Guyan Golf and Country Club, with its short but
tricky course, hosted the
event
BALL STATE finished on
top after 36 holes with a
team total of 764. Miami

finished one stroke behind at
765
Neither Ball State nor
Miami competed in last
year's tournament.
Ohio University and Kentucky tied for third just two
strokes off the pace at 766.
Fifth place was taken by
Ohio State at 774. and BG
finished sixth at 777.
After the first day of
competition, the Falcons
held down third place.
However, great charges by
Ball State and Miami pushed
them out of one of the top
spots
"WE PLAYED adequately under the weather
conditions, but not up to our
potential." Piper said.
Sophomore
Mark
McConnell was low man for

the Falcon linksmen with a
two-day total of ISO. His
opening day 72 put him
second in a field of 84
golfers.
Because of his low score.
McConnell was given a late
starting time oo the second
day. This caused him to play
16 of his 18 holes in a steady
rain, and his score jumped
to 78.
KEN WALTERS rounded
the 36 boles with a pair of 77s
for a two-day total of 154.
Finishing BG's field of six
were Scott Master's (1571.
John Stewart (1591. Tom
Fortuna (1(01 and Jim Smith
(1611.
This weekend the links
men will participate in the
Ashland Invitational at Ashland Country Cub

Tallies 8-2 verdict

Stickers rip Tigers
News Special
SPRINGFIELD. O.-Coming back after a dis
appointing loss to Notre
Dame last weekend, the
Bowling Green lacrosse
team started its conference
season with a victory over
Wittenberg
University
Saturday.
Wilh the Tigers coming
from a big win against
conference foe Ohio State
last weekend, and with the
Falcons dropping their
opener with non-conference
Notre Dame. Saturday's
game could not be taken
lightly
The BG stickers played
what coach Mickey
Cochrane called an "excellent game" and won a
"solid victory." as they
downed Wittenberg. 8-2
The Falcons drew first
blood, as co-captain Bob
Decker scored from Vern
Zabek. with 31 seconds into
the first quarter.
BG'S second tally came on
a play by last year's Most
Improved Falcon. Cal
l tzman. from Jeff Friend.
In the closing seconds of
the first period Decker
picked up his second goal of
the game With 103 left the
goal was scored by Decker
after a pass from Bill
Grimes.
In the second period the
Falcons unleashed a barrage
of goals as they worked on
an eight-point lead
With 13:34 remaining in
the first half. Tony Vaccaro
scored his first goal of the

TUESDAY NIGHT
GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

DOMINO'S
With the order of any
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For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221

season, with an assist from
Zabek
It wasn't long before
another Falcon shot
penetrated the net. The fifth
goal for BG came at 12:31 in
the second period on an
unassisted play by sophomore att.irkm.in Bill
Grimes.
ANOTHER minute went
by before Rich Alpert
scored
(from Paul
Kldrulgei
Alpert s goal
came with 11:37 left in the
first half
Sophomore attackman
C.A. Beach scored an un
assisted goal with 9 38 left
Thirty-seven seconds later
19:011 Paul Wayne scored
from Zabek
Both BG and Wittenberg
failed to score in the third
period.
In the final period
Wittenberg picked up its
first goal with 8:41 left in the
game Scoring the goal was
Pete Doane from Nelson
Burns
The Tigers scored the
final goal with 47 seconds
left. Wittenberg's second
goal came from attackman
Rick McClain. unassisted.
COCHRANE said be was
pleased with the game and.
even though the Falcons
didn't score in Ihe second

half, he was happy with the
defense.
"We didn't need to score
in the second half as long as
the defense kept the
pressure on." Cochrane
said
The Falcons are now 1-1
for the season and 1-0 in the
Midwest Lacrosse Association.
The BG stickers face
another conference foe
tomorrow as they travel to
Wooster. seeking their
second victory
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NOW LEASING

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS
For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms

150.00/month

For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

75.00/month

I For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)

65.00/month

810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

162.00/month
147.00/month

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated
Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities
Can 354-1313 or see

Apt 6, 835 Fourth

